Abstract-This paper presents a systematic algorithm to locate the power-quality (PQ) event source in the distributed monitoring system. Firstly, this paper proposes an improved realization of a distributed monitoring scheme for PQ diagnosis. The algorithm utilizes the topology of power system and the direction of PQ events. As a result, the coverage matrix and the direction matrix are constructed. The algorithm determines the candidate areas for an event source by manipulating these two matrices. For more accurate results, it calculates the distance from the PQ monitor to the location of the PQ event source. It is explained with an illustrative example and is applied to IEEE test feeder in order to validate the accuracy. The proposed algorithm can replace the expert's analysis on the PQ event source with an automated computer program.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
OWER QUALITY (PQ) had been recognized as the ability for utilities to provide electric power without interruption in the past. Due to the increase in critical loads and electronic devices, power quality has become an important concern to customers as well as utilities and facilities. The growing concerns on PQ problems make PQ monitoring systems more essential these days [1] .
Because PQ problems have very short durations and specific characteristics, specially designed monitors are necessary to detect PQ problems accurately. Recent PQ monitoring systems are equipped with high-tech functions, such as Ethernet communication, graphic user interface (GUI) through web-browser, and statistical analysis [2] . Furthermore, most PQ monitoring systems are adopting a PQ diagnosis function as its premium service. For PQ, the diagnosis function can provide the cause and effect of an individual PQ problem, and customers can solve their PQ problems more easily.
For this purpose, it may not be sufficient to monitor their PQ at limited points. Instead, PQ information must be acquired at multiple points and analyzed together for adequate PQ diagnosis. Due to this reason, the distributed monitoring scheme was proposed in early studies [3] . However, a distributed monitoring system consists of a fairly large number of monitoring devices, and the installation cost of this scheme is higher than that of conventional schemes. Therefore, it is necessary to propose an improved distributed monitoring system that can reduce the installation cost.
A few papers have dealt with the method to find the direction of PQ events [4] - [7] . These methods can determine the relative position of the PQ event source at the monitoring point. For these methods that usually utilize the information acquired at one monitoring point, they have some limitations in identifying the exact location of the PQ event source. For a more accurate result, these methods should take advantage of the distributed monitoring scheme. That is, these methods should be extended to analyze the information at multiple monitoring points together.
Therefore, this paper presents a systematic algorithm to locate the PQ event source. The distributed monitoring scheme and direction-finding method are utilized and extended for this algorithm. The proposed algorithm is clearly illustrated and verified using an example system. Finally, this algorithm is applied to the IEEE test feeder in order to validate its effectiveness.
II. PQ DIAGNOSIS AND DISTRIBUTED MONITORING
A. New Trends in PQ Monitoring
Recent monitoring devices are broken up into two kinds. One is the device that is based on the traditional watt-hour meter or digital protection relay where the PQ analysis algorithm is inserted. The other is the device that mainly deals with PQ parameters and events. The main function of the former is the calculation of electric parameters, such as voltage, current, power, and energy, etc. Protection parameters, such as overvoltage, undervoltage, and interruption are also calculated. Harmonic analysis is performed if the user requests that function. On the other hand, the latter classifies PQ events following the IEEE or IEC standard and displays the results with their own panels or PC connected through serial communication. Recently PQ monitoring devices are developing into a monitoring system that continuously measures the PQ at multiple points. These monitoring systems will provide such functions as high-speed communication with an Internet network and statistical analysis through uninterrupted measurements and display with a web browser. It collects, compares, and analyzes the information that has gathered at lots of monitoring sites. It also adopts a PQ diagnosis function [8] . PQ diagnosis helps customers to recognize their current PQ level and to easily understand the cause and effect of the PQ problems. Its functions include PQ event source identification, PQ trend analysis, and PQ indexing. Table I classifies PQ monitoring devices according to their main functions.
B. Improved Realization of Distributed Monitoring Scheme
To create useful information for the PQ diagnosis, data at multiple monitoring points should be analyzed together. Hence, it becomes more important to construct a large-scale PQ monitoring system, which is called the distributed monitoring system. Because PQ monitors can be freely installed at the place where the customer hope to put the monitor, which is different from that of the protection device, the distributed monitoring system requests a fairly large number of PQ monitors. Therefore, the structure of the distributed monitoring system and the installation cost of such a system become critical factors. In a conventional system, the price of a meter is relatively high and this prevents constructing the distributed monitoring system. Fig. 1 shows the improved realization of the distributed monitoring scheme by separating the data-acquisition module and data processing module.
In this realization, the monitor in the conventional system is divided into the PQ meter and PQ analyzer. The main function of the PQ meter is only to collect the raw data of voltage and current. This PQ meter does not perform any kind of PQ analysis. Instead, it transfers the sampled raw data directly to the PQ analyzer. Because a large amount of raw data cannot be transferred through conventional serial communication, they are transferred through Ethernet communication. The PQ analyzer receives the raw data from several PQ meters simultaneously and performs the PQ analysis functions. The GUI functions are implemented in client PC and display the results of PQ analysis. A large amount of data can be stored in the database and shared with other users by the web server.
The proposed structure becomes economical and competitive when the monitoring system becomes large. For example, if there are ten points to be monitored, ten monitors that are relatively expensive must be installed in the conventional system. However, in the proposed system, only ten cheap PQ meters and one PQ analyzer are needed. Due to the low price of the PQ meter, the proposed structure is more economical than the conventional structure. Though the amount of data exchange increases in the proposed system, the system can transfer all of the data through Ethernet communication.
III. NEW ALGORITHM TO LOCATE PQ EVENT SOURCE
A. Algorithm Overview
In this chapter, a new algorithm to identify the location of the PQ event source is proposed. It utilizes the distributed monitoring scheme developed in the previous chapter and the direction-finding method in [4] - [7] . It provides fully automated processes for event source locating.
The first step of this algorithm is the construction of the rooted tree structure from power system topology. In power system analysis, the graph theory and incidence matrices have been frequently used for computer simulation. The power system is represented by a simple graph and the corresponding incidence matrix is constructed to get a network matrix (e.g., impedance matrix or admittance matrix [9] ). Especially, the tree structure is an effective methodology for the representation of the radial distribution system. Therefore, the tree structure is adopted in this paper to develop an event source locating algorithm in a radial distribution system.
In the next step, the coverage matrix is generated. The Coverage matrix informs us of the relation between the monitor location and the component. It indicates whether the component is in the inside area of a monitor or not. Details of the coverage matrix will be discussed in Section III-C.
The relative location of the event source at a monitor can be UP or DOWN. From the electrical view, the power always flows from the source to load through the PQ monitor in radial distribution systems. Therefore, the DOWN area can be defined as the area to which the power flows from the monitoring point. The UP area is the other area which is not included in the DOWN area, that is, the area from which the power flows to the monitoring point and their neighborhood area. Therefore, if any PQ event happens, the relative location of the PQ event is determined at each PQ monitor by various direction-finding methods according to the kind of PQ event. In other words, the PQ monitor determines the direction of the event. The directions at each monitor are stored in matrix form for the use in computing algorithm, which is direction matrix. Direction matrix represents the directions of event sources at monitors.
By manipulating the coverage matrix and direction matrix, the location of the PQ event source can be identified. In this step, some ambiguities may exist. That is, multiple locations can be the candidates for the actual event source locations. Therefore, to pinpoint the location accurately, the proposed algorithm calculates the distance from the monitor to the location of the PQ event source [10] . Fig. 2 summarizes the overall procedure of this algorithm.
B. Principles to Select Appropriate Monitoring Positions
Since there is a tradeoff between the accuracy of identification and economical efficiency, the proper number of monitors and their locations must be determined. In the past, this procedure was performed manually by the PQ experts. The experts installed the monitors according to their own guidelines and knowledge on PQ and system topology. For an automatic approach to PQ diagnosis, these guidelines must be clearly stated. Thus, this paper suggests a few principles to select the appropriate monitor locations. The principles can be summarized as the following four categories.
1) Criterion by KCL:
If lines diverge from a bus, there are possible points to monitor. In this case, it is ineffective to monitor all points because the information of one line can be computed by those of the other lines from Kirchhoff's Current Law (KCL). However, monitors are not sufficient because ambiguity occurs between the two lines that are not monitored. Therefore, is the minimum number of monitors to avoid ambiguity.
2) Higher Weight on Load Branch: Typically, the damages caused by PQ problems appear at the customer loads. Customer loads are selected as important monitoring points and are monitored first in most cases. For this reason, the load branch and the branch near the load must be considered first in selecting lines to monitor. The main feeder or lateral line should be in the next order. In this manner, ambiguity usually happens along the main feeder or lateral line. It means that it becomes easy to use distance calculation along the lines. This principle is also consistent with the fact that monitors are typically installed at the service entrance of customer loads.
3) Higher Weight on the Component With Many Descendents: The monitor that has more components in its DOWN area can investigate more extensive areas. It means that it can produce more accurate results. Therefore, the components with many descendents should receive more attention in monitoring. This principle has the tendency to install monitors at the points near the power source.
4) Installation at Branch Beginning Point:
Monitors have to be installed at the beginning point of the branch, that is, just after a branch diverges from a bus. In this manner, the branch where a monitor is installed can be included in the monitoring coverage of the monitor. The fact that the branch is not included in the monitoring coverage requires the complex modifications of the tree and incidence matrix. This principle is a technical approach to avoid these problems.
C. Illustrative Example
The procedure of the proposed algorithm can be explained and verified effectively with a simple example. Fig. 3 shows the topology of a typical radial distribution system. This system consists of a distribution substation, three main feeders, and seven loads. Distribution lines are divided and numbered whenever they diverge into other lines. In this way, a total of 12 lines are numbered. Seven distributed monitors are also installed in their proper position according to principles explained above.
1) Construct Rooted Tree From Power System Topology:
A tree structure consists of a set of nodes and a set of directed edges that connect pairs of nodes [11] . The rooted tree is the tree which has only one root that does not receive information from other nodes. The topology of the power system in Fig. 3 can include most power system components, such as buses, lines, breakers, transformers, loads, compensators, etc. But the tree structure in Fig. 4 only consists of lines. Other components except the line are merged with lines. For example, a bus is merged with a nearby line, and a load is integrated with a nearby line. This is because PQ events mainly occur in the lines or the elements connected to the lines. The merged lines become the nodes of the rooted tree.
In this paper, the distribution system is assumed to be radial with one utility service entrance which becomes the root of a tree. Therefore, L1, in Fig. 3 , becomes the root of the tree. Since L1 is connected with L2, L3, and L6 in Fig. 3 , the node L1 is connected with the node L2, L3, and L6 in Fig. 4 . Other nodes are connected with one another in this way.
In a rooted tree, there is a parent-child relationship between nodes. For example, is the parent of and . is the parent of and . is the child of . In this way, -become the descendents of L6. This relationship will be used to construct a coverage matrix.
2) Generate the Coverage Matrix: It is straightforward to generate a coverage matrix from the tree structure. The coverage matrix is matrix, where is the number of lines and is the number of monitors. It represents whether a node is in the DOWN area of a monitor or not. The coverage matrix includes all of the information about the system topology and monitor location. The coverage matrix can be constructed as follows.
• If monitor is installed at branch , among the elements of the th column, are set to are the descendents of ). Other elements of the th column are set to . The resulting coverage matrix is (1). In (1) , is installed at is , and other elements are all . Since is installed at is . Because and are the descendents of and are also . Similarly, other elements of matrix are determined from this rule.
3) Determine the Event Direction:
There are various methods to decide the direction of the PQ event. For example, [4] and [5] suggest the energy flow method to decide the direction of the sag event. References [6] and [7] suggest a harmonic power-flow method for the harmonic event. It is beyond the scope of this paper to propose a new algorithm for event direction determination. Therefore, the methods mentioned above are used for this algorithm to decide the direction of the event. At all of the monitors installed in this example, the directions of the PQ event are determined and they are utilized to generate the direction matrix in the next step.
4) Generate Direction Matrix:
Once the directions of the PQ event are determined, the coverage matrix should be modified. The modification process is as follows. If monitor detects the UP event, then the signs of all the elements in the th column are reversed. If not, the signs remain unchanged. After this modification, all suspicious branches are expressed by . If all of the elements of any row are , then the branch, which corresponds to this row, is thought as the possible location of the event source. If such a row is unique, the corresponding branch is the exact location of an event source. If not, the exact location exists among such branches.
The modification process mentioned above is not clear to implement. Therefore, this paper introduces a new matrix, a direction matrix . Then, the above process can be automated by the direction matrix . Matrix represents the directions of the PQ event at each monitor. This information is generated at PQ monitors when the PQ event happens. Matrix is matrix and can be constructed as follows.
• If monitor detects the DOWN event, the th row element of matrix is set to , else it is set to . For example, three events are assumed to occur. Each event occurs, respectively, at and . The types of each event are assumed to be voltage sag, harmonic event, and voltage sag, respectively. Then, the corresponding direction matrix is and .
5) Identify the Event Source Location:
Multiplication of matrix and matrix make the result matrix . Result matrix is matrix. If a row element of is equal to the number of monitors , then the branch corresponding to this row can be one of the possible locations of the PQ event source. This means that the results at all monitors are coincident with the topology of the power system. If there are multiple rows with this property, the location of the event source cannot be identified uniquely. In this example, events #1 and #2 have only one row with this property, row #4 and row #9, respectively, which are the expected locations of each event source. On the other hand, event #3 has multiple rows of 6, 8, 10, and 12. (6) where and are the voltage and current measured at monitor, is the line impedance from monitor to event source location, is the corresponding distance, is the line impedance per-unit length, and is the fault impedance. Since fault impedance is generally thought to be resistive, it is approximated as . From Fig. 5 , (4) is obtained by KVL. Equations (5) and (6) are obtained by separating real and imaginary parts of (4). In (6) , for other variables that are already known, the only unknown variable is obtained. Then, is also calculated from (5) using
This method is applicable only for the sag event. For a harmonic event, it is not necessary to use this method because harmonic sources are typically located at the load side and their positions are already known. In other words, there is little chance for ambiguity to occur in case of a harmonic event. Fig. 6 shows the IEEE 34 node radial distribution test feeder that is an actual feeder located in Arizona. It is very long and lightly loaded and has also many unbalanced loads. Its characteristics are summarized in [12] . The numbers of each component of this system are shown in Table II .
IV. APPLICATION TO IEEE TEST FEEDER
A. System Configuration
In this system, there are about 100 points where distributed monitors can be installed. Among these points, 26 points are selected as monitoring points according to the principles in Section III. The positions of distributed monitors are indicated in Fig. 6 . A well-known dynamic simulation program, PSCAD/EMTDC, is used to model this system and to generate PQ events. 
B. Results and Analysis
Four events are assumed to occur in order to validate the proposed algorithm. These events consist of one load-side event, two feeder-side events, and one harmonic distortion event. The characteristics of each event are described in Table III. These events are applied to the test system with various fault impedances. The directions of these events are determined using the method described in [4] - [7] . The proposed algorithm is implemented using MATLAB. The coverage matrix has an 80 26 dimension. Matrix and have 26 1 and 80 1 dimension, respectively. The results are shown in Table IV.  Table IV shows the results when the proposed algorithm is applied to the test system. In case of events #1 and #4, the locations are identified as expected. On the other hand, there are some ambiguities in events #2 and #3. Therefore, for event #2 and #3 , TABLE IV  IDENTIFICATION RESULTS FROM PROPOSED ALGORITHM   TABLE V  ESTIMATED DISTANCE AND FAULT IMPEDANCE FOR EVENT #2:  ACTUAL DISTANCE IS 74 040 FT   TABLE VI  ESTIMATED DISTANCE AND FAULT IMPEDANCE FOR EVENT #3: ACTUAL DISTANCE IS 5535 FT the distance and fault impedance must be calculated from (7) and (8) . The results according to various fault impedances are listed in Tables V and VI. The errors of the estimated distances are within 3% of the actual value for event #2. The result values are good estimates of the actual distance. On the other hand, Table VI for event #3 shows relatively poor results. The errors range from 5.06% to 21.68%.
In Tables V and VI , the errors show two tendencies. The errors increase as the increases. The errors of event #3 in Table VI are greater than those of event #2 in Table V . The reasons are analyzed here in detail.
1) Errors Increase as the Increases:
In Fig. 5 , it is assumed that there is no leakage current between the monitoring point and fault location when an event happens. If is small, this assumption is valid. However, as increases, this assumption does not hold any more. The reason is that if is large, the voltage in Fig. 5 loses its value slightly instead of dropping to zero. This makes the leakage current large. Therefore, the errors increase as the increases. In case of event #2, there are two paths through which the leakage current can flow. In case of event #3, there are three paths through which the leakage current can flow. Event #3 has one more path for leakage current. This is the first reason. The second reason is that event #3 happens at the end of the distribution system whereas event #2 happens near the source. Therefore, in case of event #3, the voltage reaches almost zero values and the current reaches its peak value. In (7) and (8), the magnitude of voltage is divided by the magnitude of current. This magnifies the numerical errors. In case of event #3, this effect is great. Therefore, the errors of event #3 are greater than those of event #2. However, the actual error of event #3 in ft is not so great when it is compared to that of event #2. Therefore, the event source locations can be reduced and identified accurately as expected. In Table VII , the identification results with fault distance calculation are shown. The results provide accurate locations where the events occur.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a systematic algorithm to locate a PQ event source in a distributed monitoring system. For this, an improved realization of the distributed monitoring system has been proposed. Since this system is competitive for a large-scale monitoring system, it can be directly adopted to the proposed algorithm. The coverage matrix and the direction matrix have been constructed and the event source location has been determined using these matrices. The fault distance has also been calculated to identify the location more accurately. The proposed algorithm is illustrated by an example and applied to the IEEE 34 node radial distribution test system. Despite some errors in distance calculation, this algorithm has identified the event source location effectively.
